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Theatrical Risking: performance innovation in Australian Theatre for Young 
People 
 
 
Introduction 
Within contemporary performance arenas young people and companies who 
develop work for them are a vital part of the vanguard of innovative live 
performance works. To ignore what is taking place in the making of performance 
for young audiences is to ignore the new possibilities in meaning-making and 
theatrical form. Historically, Theatre for Young People (TYP) in Australia has 
been on the margins of recognition and some theatre industry commentators 
have called it “second-class theatre” (Butler, 2003). However there is a growing 
understanding that Theatre for Young People, at least in Australia, is the cutting 
edge of contemporary performance, not a backwater. 
 
This paper argues that the aesthetics and performance practices of Theatre for 
Young People is at the forefront of a paradigm shift in developing and delivering 
performance. The paper will consider the position of Theatre for Young People 
as a site for radical theatrical practice that embraces notions of globalization, 
mediatisation and new forms of narrative. 
 
To investigate the Australian field of practice the discussion will be located inside 
the work of Arena Theatre Company based in Melbourne, Victoria a southern 
state in Australia. 
 
Arena Theatre Company and a form called AnthroPop 
Arena has a long and celebrated history. Founded in 1966 the company has 
morphed from being a successful Theatre in Education company to being a 
professional Theatre for Young People company. They have been recognised 
internationally for their work by being awarded with the 1999 ASSITEJ 
President’s award for their work. Arena's mission is to create contemporary 
theatre that genuinely engages with young audiences. Throughout their history 
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they have maintained a commitment to the development of original performance 
works. One of the prime motivating impulses of the company is according to the 
company’s artistic director Rosemary Myers1 to “create new works utilising 
innovative technological advancements while at the same time acknowledging 
theatre as an ancient form and attempting to place it in the contemporary world” 
(Myers in Jordan, 2001, p. 68). For the past decade under the direction of 
Rosemary Myers, Arena Theatre Company has been creating bold and 
provocative works addressing urgent contemporary themes that challenge and 
unsettle audiences. Arena’s hallmarks are the sophisticated use of multimedia 
technology and collaboration with leading artists across diverse platforms. 
 
To address this need Arena has generated a form which Rosemary Myers calls 
‘AnthroPop’. As the name suggests the form uses the devices and forms of 
popular culture to interrogate large ethical, moral and societal questions; 
effectively to investigate the community we live in from the community we live in. 
The premise of this performance type is to fuse multimedia with live 
contemporary music to enhance a drama performance. AnthroPop asks 
challenging philosophical questions about the human condition through the 
mechanism of live performance in the age of technology and globalisation. 
 
AnthroPop represents a new type of Australian theatre conceived and executed 
by the artistic collaboration of Rosemary Myers and Bruce Gladwin. At its heart 
AnthroPop challenges the traditions of theatre and explores the contemporary 
Australian psyche. 
 
Arena Theatre Company describe AnthroPop as being an exploration of the 
intersection of theatre and popular culture -  “Part docu-drama. Part rock concert. 
Part installation. All elements share equal importance and intensity” (Arena 
Theatre Company Company History). The work of the company invokes a 
                                                 
1 Rosemary Myers was Artistic Director of Arena Theatre Company from to 1997 to 2007. 
Rosemary is now Artistic Director Windmill Performing Arts in Adelaide. 
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performance type that is operating beyond the ordinary that is a site of 
investigation and interrogation, and is open and intermedial in nature. Its 
meaning-making for the audience resides somewhere in between the live bodies 
and the mediatised world of text and image. 
Within this form Arena has dealt with issues such as drugs in sport, children in 
care of state institutions, identity and risk, and young people’s visibility and 
position in society and culture. To illustrate the form in detail it is useful to 
examine Play Dirty (2002) that premiered at Melbourne Festival following a 
development season as part of the Next Wave Festival, entitled Petrolhead. The 
initial idea for Play Dirty was inspired by the real life story of Australian 1970s 
motorcycle stunt champion, Dale Buggins. After conducting research around the 
contemporary phenomena of extreme sport and freestyle motorcycle jumping, 
Arena believed the themes of stardom, the contemporary male condition and 
extreme sensation would be better set in a contemporary timeframe. 
The story was moved into a fictional narrative: 
 
2002 Australian Mega Moto Mania - the competition set to decide the 
Australian champion of the fastest growing, hardest edge extreme 
sport, an amalgam of motocross and motocross freestyle jumping. 
Troy Hill and Dougie Digwell, both up-and-coming in the sport, find 
themselves pitted against Mad Pete - the aggressive, testosterone-
charged reigning champion - in what fast becomes a gladiatorial style 
battle to the almost end. Competing on the anniversary of his father’s 
suicide, and haunted by the unanswered questions surrounding the 
death, Troy Hill is losing his grip on his already anarchic reality. On a 
rite of passage journey, Troy struggles to separate himself from his 
anxious mother and ask the question: How do I become a man? 
Miranda, a devoted groupie of the scene, is pursuing her own dream of 
stardom as she uses the championship as a backdrop for her Big 
Brother audition tape. Play Dirty explores the human desire for 
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acceptance and recognition in a society where the media defines our 
expectations and emotions. (Arena Theatre Company, 2002a)  
 
Through the AnthroPop form Play Dirty melded stories from contemporary youth 
culture, youth cultural forms, in this case the extreme sport of Motocross, which 
was reflected not only in the use of motorbikes but extended to include the sub-
culture’s take on fashion and music.  Rosemary Myers is very clear about the 
aesthetic choice:  
 
Freestyle motocross provided great content for theatre, as it is a real 
exhibition sport. It’s a really visceral activity, featuring high levels of 
blood, sweat, adrenalin and petrol fumes. It has its own very bold 
aesthetic stamps - tattoos and piercings - it is the hardcore end of 
street wear - street wear meets bikies, particular cars and bikes 
workvery hard as potent symbols in this scene”. (Myers, 2003)  
 
The material raised questions for the company’s theatrical exploration such as 
the seemingly increasing need for risk- taking as a way of engaging with your 
humanity particularly by young males, the notion of stardom and, the 
contemporary Australian male condition. In this sense form equalled content and 
content equalled form. Lowdown Youth Arts Magazine reviewer Sarah Austin 
described the work as “an energetic work that fuses cutting edge technology, 
music, sound and theatre craft to create an edge-of-your-seat performance that 
engages on every sensory level” (Austin in Scott, 2002, p. 26). 
 
The work was performed in a large shed in Melbourne’s Docklands Precinct, a 
non-conventional performance space that allowed the use of live motorcycle 
action. The shed was transformed into a Motocross arena complete with tonnes 
of dirt moulded into ramps, jumps and platforms and audience members were 
located behind a wire-fence, a necessary precaution because of the use of stunts 
on motorbikes. This made the theatrical device of the fourth wall a literal reality. 
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Large screens shared the arena space and served to amplify the narrative by live 
streaming real-time stage action as well as pre-filmed sequences that provided 
insights in the characters and their decisions. “As always with Arena, the multi-
media component of the show is excellent. Giant screens, live cameras, 
integrated live music and slick advertorial material, create the enveloping, 
overhyped atmosphere of a motocross competition... Play Dirty has a Japanese 
cartoon feel to it: larger-than-life characters, heroic posturing, an action back-
drop, and exaggerated physicality” (Scott, 2002, p. 26).  
 
Play Dirty was a part of a trilogy of works that Arena developed dealing with 
extreme sports. The others were a skateboard installation entitled, Skateboarding 
is Not a Crime developed in 200 and Skid 180 which premiered in 2006 that 
embraced the BMX bike culture. These works are a demonstration of Arena’s 
mission to create dynamic contemporary theatre that genuinely engages young 
audiences. “Arena sees young people as at the forefront of new cultural 
expression, and believes that all young people are entitled to cultural 
experiences” (Arena Theatre Company Company Statement).  The Company 
believes that aesthetic engagement allows for a fuller understanding of our 
complex humanity. Artistic dialogue with young people is vital to art form 
development and it is imperative in ensuring that theatre remains a living form. 
This pursuit drives Arena’s work impacting upon both the form and content of the 
work they create. 
 
Looking at the work of Arena Theatre Company there are three major trends 
impacting upon the way in which text and performative devices are developed 
which can be applied to the work of Arena Theatre Company and more broadly 
to other Australian Theatre for Young People companies. These can be defined 
as a re-versioning of narrative structure in response to collaborative authorship, 
inclusion of popular culture and the cultural practices of young people and the 
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adoption of converged art form practices including live and mediatised 
performance.  
 
Re-versioning of Narrative Structure in response to collaborative 
authorship 
TYP works, like Play Dirty, comfortably destabilise the authority of Aristolean 
three-act narrative structure in performance and the role of the singular 
playwright as definitive storyteller. The shifting away from the traditional linear 
narrative (or what is more commonly known as the well-made play) is a major 
force in the TYP sector.  However, it should be noted that the well-made play has 
not disappeared from the lexicon of TYP performance. The sector still embraces 
this form and it is likely to remain in the pantheon of practice as it has links to 
traditional theatre forms which needs to be acknowledged and drawn upon.  
 
Non-traditional narrative structures rely on the development of the text through 
collaboration rather than the vision of a singular playwright or authoritative 
director. The predominant form of text creation in the sector is collaborative or 
community authorship. The paradigm shift from the playwright as definitive 
authority respects young people’s points of view and post-modern methods of 
content creation in teams rather than single entities. Instead of what I have 
classified as the two-process method of traditional theatre – a playwright writing a 
script in isolation and other artists staging it – TYP utilises a one-process 
method. This method entails the performance collective developing the 
production from initial conception to finished product.  
 
Content creation for performance is most usually a collaborative endeavour 
between diverse artists. Arena’s performance works are created through the use 
of multiple facilitators with specialisation is script writing, multimedia, sound and 
direction working together from the very evolution of the project. This is 
acknowledged by Myers as she notes; “Artistically, Arena is very interested in 
interdisciplinary form and this has meant our processes of collaboration between 
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artists from diverse mediums are very central to our artistic practise” (Arena 
Theatre Company, 1999). In the case of Play Dirty and its previous incarnation 
Petrolhead, discussions were had between all members of the creative team 
about how the content would be rendered. This was not about avoidance of 
duplication of tasks but rather about making strategic aesthetic choices about 
which art form singularly or in collaboration with other art forms would carry the 
narrative at various moments of the performance. Myers likens this choice to the 
process a visual artist may go through in selecting colours to represent an image 
on canvas; “in creating this work we approached the fundamental questions of 
creating a performance - here is the palette of the contents how are we going to 
express that theatrically?” (Arena Theatre Company, 1999).  
 
This type of content creation aligns with the breakdown of narrative into a form 
that is characterised by the use of disjointed and multiple narratives. It has given 
rise to what has been defined as multi-layered or multi-storyed narrative. These 
forms of narrative are most common in television and film. The multi-layered 
narrative is a-linear and may be considered to be without time. The action and 
events are not related in terms of past and future or cause and effect. Rather 
they are collaged or layered in a timeless dimension, accumulating at a single 
point in time. In this sense the audience is invited into the meaning-making 
process to make the connections and interpret a meaning. Such a narrative form 
is emerging out of the game-based culture which is signified by the labyrinth as 
the multiple form choice. 
 
Inclusion of popular culture and the cultural practices of young people  
If the TYP sector is to remain relevant to the young people it seeks to connect 
with it has a responsibility to connect with the creative lives of young people. A 
greater responsiveness to youth culture has led performances to the 
incorporation of break-dancing, graffiti and other street-art forms. In the case of 
Play Dirty Arena’s creative team made a deliberate choice to foreground the 
prominence of extreme sports in youth culture. By doing so the choice elevated 
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Motocross to the status of an art form and therefore gave it validity. This spoke 
directly to the youth audience:  
 
I went to the play with my year 11 drama class, I thought it was just 
going to be a couple of petrolheads riding around on their bikes. I was 
so surprised [sic.] about the stories and themes this play had to offer. 
The music played a great role in the play, it braught [sic.] it down to our 
teenage wavelength. We could understand the story because it relates 
to us the most. In our teen age years we have a lot [sic.] of pressure 
put on us and we get stressed alot [sic.]. We can see this in the 
character of Troy. The motorbikes also made it more interesting to us. 
Competetive [sic.] sport plays a major role in quite a lot [sic.] of young 
Australians lives and sometimes we get pressure through sport too as 
you see in the play. (Arena Theatre Company, 2002b) 
 
Play Dirty utilized visual, spatial and musical forms to generate and deliver 
narrative effectively moving the form away from siloed structures pertaining to 
performance skills, authorial intent and singular authorship, and content creation. 
Works now combine installation, film, dramatic action, dialogue, music and 
stylised movement to produce a riveting multi-art form performance. This has 
necessitated the performance product to display greater openness of form. 
 
Convergence of Art Form and Mediatised Culture 
TYP attempts to usurp boundaries between the traditional art forms. Instead it 
creates hybrid forms that embrace both live and mediatised performance 
simultaneously. As a response to the openness narrative is no longer limited to 
spoken text or character exposition but has been taken up through the inclusion 
of image either moving or still. The impact of technology in terms of narrative and 
character structure has moved beyond the use of technology to produce ‘fill’ for 
actors to stand against.  
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This type of narrative is dynamic and interactive. Play Dirty was more akin to 
gaming culture in which there is development of fictional worlds and actors work 
within these worlds as avatars of time, space and story. Frequently these 
narratives use dramatic transitions akin to jump-cutting used is video clip and film 
editing. Performance works use rapid editing techniques to splice between the 
multiple narratives and multiple points of view. This type of narrative construction 
acknowledges the way in which both adults and young people experience the 
world through the pervasive televisual culture. 
 
The inclusion of mediatised texts, which include not only words but also image 
and sound, are not to be used to produce spectacular effects that mimic the 
special effects used in cinematic action and fantasy productions. Instead the use 
of mediatised culture within performance has to be integral and not an add-on to 
the performance. Play Dirty used mediatised image and sound within the 
performance in two ways. Firstly, its inclusion created visual landscapes which 
are replaced the traditional cyclorama or backdrop. Secondly, it was used to 
juxtapose or heighten the narrative.  
 
The use of technology to produce mediatised texts has given rise to multi-
narrative structures. In doing so the performance was able to transcend the 
performance space and transport the audience into other physical spaces that 
were either spoken about or played out by the performers. Myers believes this is 
vitally important as spoken word is no longer the dominant form within theatrical 
settings to expose the story, theme and characters. In some performances the 
use of live and mediatised action is so embedded that audiences are not aware 
that the performance has moved from live action to mediatised text. The 
seamless shift is a hallmark of the genre-melding and again highlights the way in 
which boundaries are being re-negotiated. The inclusion of new media 
technologies in performance assist in the development of multiple, open narrative 
structures in performance. This open-ended structuring allows the audience to 
enter the text and contribute to the meaning-making. Effectively the open form is 
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changing audiences from passive absorbers of ‘sit-back technology’ attributed to 
television and closed theatrical texts to active participants in ‘sit-forward 
technology’ of computers and the gaming-culture. 
 
As a result of the impact of the triangulated trends of re-versioning of narrative 
structure in response to collaborative authorship and the adoption of live and 
mediatised performance elements the resultant performance is more open to a 
multiplicity of interpretation, blurring of boundaries and non-hierarchical use of art 
form. In the words of Freda Chapple and Chiel Kattenbelt “the incorporation of 
digital technologies within the theatrical and performance space is creating new 
modes of representation; new dramaturgical strategies; new ways of structuring 
and staging words, images and sounds; new ways of positioning bodies in time 
and space; new ways of creating temporal and spatial interrelations” (2006, p. 
11). It is within this performance space we find theatrical risk-taking and 
innovation. 
 
Conclusion 
I believe it is timely to reappraise the impact Theatre for Young People has within 
the Australian current cultural landscape. Renowned playwright and provocateur 
Edward Albee insists theatre needs to be inquiring, imaginative and bold. “The 
theatre has become cautious…People may want a safe night, but as far as I’m 
concerned it’s a waste of time” (Albee in Hallett, 2003, p. 29). Albee believes that 
there is a feeling of stagnancy rather than inventiveness on the stage these days. 
Albee is predominantly levelling his comments at mainstream theatre created to 
serve the needs of adult audiences. Had Albee spent some time investigating 
contemporary TYP then his response may have been somewhat different. 
 
Contemporary TYP has not completely moved away from traditional poetics of 
the theatrical form. What is occurring in the sector is a rupture with traditional 
notions of theatre resulting in experimentation with a new theatrical language. 
TYP, like Arena Theatre Company, is rejecting traditional understandings and 
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manifestations of author, text and audience. This has given rise to authorship of 
works that are created by collectives rather than single entities. Text is no longer 
limited to words on a page, or words emanating from performers’ mouth. Text 
has become dynamic and is responding to young people’s life experiences to 
include a convergence of live performance and performance mediatised by 
technology resulting in text more broadly including word, image, and sound. In 
the creation of these texts the authorial collectives are drawing upon and 
mutating a variety of art forms and cultural practices which mirror the fragmented, 
non-linear way in which humans encounter the globalised world.  
 
Globalisation, innovation in cultural forms and the pervasive use of technology 
are part of the experience of young people. These phenomena are influencing 
many areas of the cultural lives of young people including their participation in 
the TYP sector. Shifts in understandings of the elements of text, authorship and 
performativity in TYP are part manifestation of the global world. The result is that 
the TYP sector is transforming theatre, as we understand it.  
 
It is my belief artists and facilitators working in the drama/theatre/performance 
field with and for young people have long been involved in innovation and 
capacity to drive performance and other arts practices beyond the perceived 
artistic void of the twenty-first century. In addressing this issue Rosemary Myers 
says that;  
 
For Arena, it is an important distinction that our audience is a 
sophisticated audience now, not just the ‘potential audience of 
tomorrow', as they are often cited by this industry. So in our work, we 
are certainly not about trying to turn young people on to the forms of 
theatre that exist now, but more seeking to engage in the complex and 
highly aesthetic cultures in which young people passionately 
participate. (Myers, 2003) 
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If as Schrum (1999) states “Theatre has always reflected the contemporary state 
of the world” it would seem natural for Arena Theatre Company to embrace and 
appropriate the cultural practices, popular culture interests and topical stories 
with which Australian young people find resonance. 
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